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Bolton Is in Israel Conferring with Netanyahu How
to Provoke US Attack on Iran

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts
Global Research, June 24, 2019

Region: Middle East & North Africa, USA
Theme: Intelligence, US NATO War Agenda

In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

As I posted on June 22, the world still faces the danger of an attack on Iran by Washington
acting as an agent of Netanyahu.  Israeli agent John Bolton is already in Israel conferring
with Netanyahu.  It is a safe bet that a more serious false flag attack is being planned that
will force Trump to save face by attacking Iran. See this. 

If Israel and its neoconservative American agents succeed in setting the Middle East on fire,
it will also be the fault of the Russian and Chinese leadership.  The Russians and Chinese
could stabilize the situation by announcing a NATO-type alliance with Iran and putting
military forces in the country, and by informing the criminal Netanyahu that if war breaks
out Israel is the first to go.  

I am aware of the arguments that it is not Russia and China’s responsibility to protect Iran
and save the world.  The problem with this view is that if a conflagration breaks out, neither
Russia nor China can escape its consequences.  It would be far more intelligent for the two
governments to take unified proactive measures than to be faced with having to react to a
conflagration.  

The US Congress long ago decided to evade responsibility by giving up its war authority, a
decision  that  currently  rests  in  the  hands  of  Bolton  and  Netanyahu.   The  European
politicians are Washington’s mindless puppets.  The only chance for world leadership resides
in the Russian and Chinese governments.  Both should understand that their inaction is a
form of deadly action.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

This article was originally published on the author’s blog site: Paul Craig Roberts Institute for
Political Economy.
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Can you help us keep up the work we do? Namely, bring you the
important  news overlooked or  censored by the mainstream media and fight  the corporate
and  government  propaganda,  the  purpose  of  which  is,  more  than  ever,  to  “fabricate
consent” and advocate war for profit.

We thank  all  the  readers  who have  contributed  to  our  work  by  making  donations  or
becoming members.

If you have the means to make a small or substantial donation to contribute to our fight for
truth, peace and justice around the world, your gesture would be much appreciated.
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